Aberdeen Cycle Forum
Minutes of Meeting held in the Townhouse
29th August 2006

Present
DW
SW
FF
LH
AH

Derek Williams
Sarah Wingrove
Fiona Fraser
Leslie Harold
Andrew Harrington
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KH
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TC
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Jackie Wilkins
Kris Howard
Neal Fraser
Toby Coke
Liz Lindsey

FI

Marjorie Inglis

DC
JR
ES
CG
DL

Dave Cheseldine
Jeremy Rushton
Edmund Smith
Carl Gerrard
Dave Lindsay

Chair: JR, Minutes: CG

Apologies
II

Ian Inglis

1 Discussion with Grampian Police Road Safety Unit
Leslie Harold attended on behalf of Grampian Police road safety unit – notes of
meeting are appended to these minutes.
2 Minutes and Matters Arising from meeting on 25th July
i) A few small typographical errors were noted, corrected minutes are now on website
ii)Presentation to E&I committee – proposal to defer to after the May elections was
discussed before deciding we should target November anyway.
iii) Westhill consultation – SW to find out “what next” – it is understood that plans are
to design all and then start spending form Aberdeen towards Westhill until the money
runs out this financial year. ACTION: SW update for next meeting
iv) “Take a stand” cycle parking – there has been much feedback, this was discussed
at the meeting – three areas appear multiple times; B&Q in Garthdee, Railway
Station and Alpine bikes. DC reported he had had a letter from Hilton Treetops Gym
indicating stands will now be installed. DW has now spoken to FirstScotrail facilities
manager re the station – some stands are expected shortly… discussed at meeting
and agreed to keep the consultation open – ACTION: CG to write to B&Q (as
“worst cycle parking in Aberdeeen”)
v) Students on Bikes – leaflet done, we have 1,000 maps remaining – these will be
distributed at Aberdeen University Freshers Fair.
3 Review of Cycle Lanes
A number of lanes have been installed in recent months – it was agreed to “audit” all
of them by cycling and check they are completed etc. To ensure some form of
standardisation a “checklist” will be drafted.
ACTION:
CG to do criteria sheet, volunteers to ride routes were as follows:
DC – Westburn Road
JR– Bedford Road, George St and King Street .
FI – Mount Street
DW and AH – King Street (part 2)
CG - Great Western Road

SW – Union Street / Albyn Terrace
4 Haudegain Roundabout Consultation
Due to communication issues DW was not able to forward to everyone before the
deadline for consultation – he has thus submitted the form himself.
ACTION : DW to send copy of response form to CG for archiving/web
The options for Haudegain re-development were discussed at the meeting, it
generally agreed that the “cycling comments” in the report were clearly not written by
a cyclist. ACTION: DW to confirm this to Aberdeen City Council / try to arrange
meeting to air our concerns.
5 NESTRANS Forum 21 Sep
The new regional transport strategy will be discussed – DW is unable to attend, JR or
DC are available as stand in.
6 Cycle Forum 3rd Anniversary
Agreed this will be held on Fri 29th (the Friday after the September meeting on the
Tuesday) proposal to go out for curry
7 AOB
Noted that phase 1 on Wellington suspension bridge is to be reopened 3/4M GBP,
phase 1 will be pedestrians and cyclists only.
DL gave update on AWPR “Stonehaven Spur”,
ACTION: DL to write to Jacob Babtie outlining remaining issues (cycle path
alongside Stonehaven spur and idea of bypassed roads being made more
suitable for cycle traffic e.g. by reducing speeds etc..).
NEXT MEETING:
Tuesday 26th September 19:30hrs at the townhouse (“normal” time)

Appendix 1
Notes of meeting with Leslie Harold (LH) Grampian Police Road Safety Unit,

LH gave an overview of the role of the Unt within Grampian Constabulary:
There is s split between 10 civilian staff and 4 uniformed officers, principle focus of
civilian staff is work with schools at level S1 and S2 they have contact with ~3,500
school kids per year, volunteers, including some members of ACF are also used for
this.
Occasionally LH get requests for adult cycle training. – advises them to contact local
cycling club. – noted “try cycling” is an option here.
Sgt Allan Brown has 3 uniformed staff – principle safety focus is on education of
drivers through outreach talks to local employers.

The unit is intelligence led – majority problems (statistically) are new/junior drivers –
hence resources should be channelled this way. The unit is resource constrained LH
sees this as as not enough traffic officers on the roads.
Grampian police has no advertising budget for road safety initatives – can only be
press release and hope the media covers it.
LH is also involved in collating accident data , within the unit is an analyst that can
extract most forms of data from the police computer – LH can help ACF with requests
should we ever need them.
Collisions with injuries or deaths are stored, injuries are defined as:
• Slight injury
: cut or bruise
• Serious injury
: broken bone and above
In the majority of cases if a vehicle-cycle accident happens it is the fault of the driver.
Over last 5 years (averages per year) cycle injuries in Grampian adults:
2
Deaths
10
Serious injuries
38
Slight injuries
In addition to prosecution the force has a policy of visiting motorists involved in near
misses etc, often visiting a driver can be a significant deterrent to future incidents.
This clearly only works if the incident is reported so:
Procedure in the event of a near miss; If you have a registration number then
report it to Grampian Police use the non emergency number. 0845 600 5 700,
this will be passed on the relevant division.
1) This generates a record the incident has taken place
2) The motorist will be visited by the police. This may take a few days.
ACTION: CG to add this procedure to the website under to be developed FAQ
section
LH acknowledged that there was a small minority of both cyclists and drivers who
“miss behave”
It was discussed that ACF have the perception there is less public message from
police about driver behaviour compared to stories in the press on cyclists.
It could be possible to do a joint “visibility” initiative as part of the winter safety
campaign with vehicles and cyclists e.g. cyclists = “lights and reflective dress“ vs.
motorists = “clean your windows and check your lights”.
20mph limit in city center
ACF expressed dissapointment this was being widely flouted, LH indicated
NESCAMPS (North East Safety Camera Partnership) are responsible for
enforcement
Police Officers on Bikes
The idea of police cycle patrols in the city centre by bike was discussed. This could
have good spinoffs for profile of cycling and enforcement of 20mph zone, and has
been successful in other cities. Grampian Police apparently have no money to buy
bikes (!)

